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Innovation
is 

Exciting !!!!!

https://www.popsci.com/best-whats-new/article/2012-11/top-25-innovations-last-25-years/

Genome sequencing

Mars Curiosity

Portable defibrillator

Large Hadron Collider
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https://www.nytimes.com/2012/10/07/magazine/
why-your-car-isnt-electric.html
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 Technological pathways are shaped by human 
interactions

 There are global scale issues we may want to 
address
 Social divides
 Global Warming
 Health and Aging
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Traditional View of Research and Innovation



Agricultural Innovation Systems - A Framework for Analysing the Role of the Government 
OECD (2013) doi:10.1787/9789264200593-en



Innovation System

Telfer CPL5111 – Schillo & Kinder ©

8http://www.isi.fraunhofer.de/isi-wAssets/docs/p/de/diskpap_innosysteme_policyanalyse/discussionpaper_49_2016.pdf
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How do we 
model this??How do we 
manage this??



Inclusive 
Innovation

 New Ideas
 From EVERYONE
 New Perspectives
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Who
innovates?

What
is innovative?

Why
innovate?

How
to innovate?



PEOPLE

“Which groups of people should be included?”

“How should they be included?”



People
First thought within policy circles: Women
Obvious in Canada: Indigenous Peoples

Also:
Intersectionality
 Some reserves are doing really well – whether in business terms or with regards to 

social structures
Whole cities have populations of white males who used to be breadwinners and are 

structurally out of work
Future Orientation
Not only historically excluded groups, also those currently feeling threatened

True inclusion:
Not just having purchasing power
Also: shaping society



Heeks, Richard, Christopher Foster, 
and Yanuar Nugroho.
"New models of inclusive innovation 
for development." (2014) Innovation 
and Development, 4:2, 175-185. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/2157930X.2014.928982


Levels of Inclusion
‘Level 1/Intention: an innovation is inclusive if the intention of that 

innovation is to address the needs or wants or problems of the excluded 
group …

Level 2/Consumption: an innovation is inclusive if it is adopted and used by 
the excluded group …

Level 3/Impact: an innovation is inclusive if it has a positive impact on the 
livelihoods of the excluded group …

Level 4/Process: an innovation is inclusive if the excluded group is involved 
in the development of the innovation …

Level 5/Structure: an innovation is inclusive if it is created within a structure 
that is itself inclusive …

Level 6/Post-Structure: an innovation is inclusive if it is created within a 
frame of knowledge and discourse that is itself inclusive. …

Heeks, Richard, Christopher Foster, and Yanuar Nugroho.
"New models of inclusive innovation for development." (2014)
Innovation and Development, 4:2, 175-185. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/2157930X.2014.928982


How to include people ?
Easy: 

Include people we know
Talk to them
Include them in ‘our circles’
Survey (we know how to ask questions and interpret answers)

Also easy: 
People we don’t know but who communicate like we do
Same as above

BUT: 
How to include people who do not think like we do, who do not 
communicate like we do? 
How do we even agree on what is relevant, or how to meet?
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“What activities are considered innovative?”

“What is innovation?”

ACTIVITIES



Activities
Development of new medical drugs, new machines

What about new treatment protocols, new approaches to 
patients, prevention measures?

If we start including everyone, we will define innovation 
differently

Nählinder, Johanna, Malin Tillmar, and Caroline Wigren. "Towards a gender-aware 
understanding of innovation: a three-dimensional route." International Journal of 
Gender and Entrepreneurship 7.1 (2015): 66-86.



Successful 
Innovation
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Science and 
Deep Insights 

on Human 
Behaviour in 

Context

Domain-Specific 
Expertise

Data & Digital 
Technologies

D
ubé, Laurette, et al. "C

onvergent innovation for sustainable econom
ic grow

th 
and affordable universal health care: innovating the w
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1331.1 (2014): 119-141. Adapted by 
D

ubé & Schillo; schillo@
telfer.uottaw

a.ca

Multi-Sector 
Collective 

Action

Convergent Innovation

Scale to 
Address Global 

Challenges



COMMUNITY BENEFITS

“What kinds of impacts do we need to capture?”

“What are relations between impacts?”
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When we start including different 
folks in the innovation process, 

they will bring different aspirations 
and expectations to the table …



Maker Movement

 https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/sebastian-chavarria-6-picks-
prosthetic-hand-in-3d-printer-challenge-1.3003496

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8cLE03IEl0

 https://www.facebook.com/fox17online/videos/2430643620485964/
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https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/sebastian-chavarria-6-picks-prosthetic-hand-in-3d-printer-challenge-1.3003496
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8cLE03IEl0
https://www.facebook.com/fox17online/videos/2430643620485964/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/sebastian-chavarria-6-picks-prosthetic-hand-in-3d-printer-challenge-1.3003496
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8cLE03IEl0
https://www.facebook.com/fox17online/videos/2430643620485964


Fridays for Future
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https://twitter.com/gretathunberg/status/1041369960436703232?lang=en

https://twitter.com/gretathunberg/status/1041369960436703232?lang=en


“How to integrate new groups into governance?”

“How will structures and mechanisms have to change?”

TRUSTED GOVERNANCE



Trusted Governance (not)
Conducting focus groups with poor people still keeps 

them separate from how innovation is conducted
Having a few more women on boards of directors is nice
The first women selected tend to be the most likely to maintain 

status quo

Telling (!) indigenous people to contribute to the 
development of new government programs
Conflict: ‘new programs’ are still within the governance structure 

that has oppressed them for a few hundred years

We need to figure out how we can come up with 
inclusive governance mechanisms for innovation 



Inclusive Innovation Paths

You are here today

Companies

Governments

Academia

Community

Actions, Frameworks, Experiences, Conversations



Inclusive Innovation Questions

Where do we start ?

How far can we go?
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